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Green Five Lesson Plan for ENC 1101 (2 lessons): create a persuasive speech, using 

ethos, pathos, and logos approaches, encouraging fellow students to engage in specific 

sustainable behavior or activity; course objectives - practicing argumentative/persuasive 

writing; practicing use of rhetorical approaches to persuasion 

Previous lessons/prep: discuss rhetorical modes for persuasion in 
writing/speaking (ethos/pathos/logos); discuss Sustainability movement's goals 
 
Pre-reading: intro Green Five concept/taxonomy to students- assign reading on Green 

Five taxonomy of the five sets of behaviors (Conserving, Avoiding Harm, Acting 

Sustainably, Influencing Others, Taking Imitative), covering how this taxonomy 

describes psychological motivations for people to engage in sustainable practices  

 

In class (day one):  

have students bring Green Five taxonomy handout to class to refer to;  

(10 mins) divide students into groups, with each group picking a type of behavior they 

want to focus on (such as Conserving);  

(15 mins) ask students to pick one specific activity their fellow students could engage in 

on campus that would be motivated by that type of behavior (such as depositing cans 

and bottles in the recycling bins on campus for 'Conserving' behavior) - supply some 

examples of behaviors, but students should be free to add their own ideas;  

(5 mins) explain that assignment is for each group to write a persuasive speech for their 

fellow students, incorporating ethos, pathos,and logos approaches to persuasion, to call 

on the psychological motivation behind the activity/behavior that they have chosen for 

their subject; for example, since Conserving behavior (such as using the recycling bins 

on campus) appeals to "frugality and thrift", students should decide what language and 

information can help appeal to those motivated by "frugality and thrift" - perhaps they 

want to include statistics about how much recycled aluminum is reused each year in the 

U.S. (logos approach), or the students want to use emotion when describing what will 

happen when precious natural resources run out because of a lack of frugality and thrift 

(pathos approach), or the students want to give examples of their own ways of 

conserving resources (ethos approach); 

(20 mins for students to plan speech in class and turn in outline) 

Day one homework: Finish and rehearse speech before next class 



ENC 1101 Green Five Persuasive Writing/Speech Assignment 2 

Day two prep: read outlines to make sure students are on the right track 

In class (day two) : give students additional 10-15 mins to meet with group, go over 

speech again, then ask each group to present their speech; ask audience to give 

feedback on the assessment points below 

Assessment: 1) Does the persuasive speech target the specified group (fellow 

students) effectively?  2) Does the speech promote a specific behavior for the 

designated Green Five category it is supposed to address?  3) Does the speech call on 

the motivating factors ("psychological core" ) for that category of behavior?  4) Does the 

speech use ethos, pathos, and logos to achieve #2 & #3 above? 

 

 


